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Tanya, Nour, Semaan family, trustees, eminences, faculty, staff, students and distinguished guests.  

Thank you for joining us this afternoon as we pay our last respects to our former trustee, philanthropist, 
student, leader and pioneer, the late, great Maroun Semaan. By now, Maroun's story is intimately 
familiar to all. Maroun graduated from the same Faculty of Engineering and Architecture that bears his 
name as the Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, which will graduate its first 
graduate students today and its first undergraduate students tomorrow.  

He was wonderful trustee, father, husband, businessman, leader, and a man of rare vision and courage, 
but more than that he was an imaginative and firm supporter of a better tomorrow for all of Lebanon 
and the Arab world. By now the roots and scope of Maroun's story are quite familiar to all, but none the 
less they are deeply resonant. He was brought up in a loving Southern Lebanese family that was 
committed to educating all of their children and everyone around them if they could. And his parents 
the late Tanios and Suraya Semaan raised him to thirst for knowledge and accomplishment in there in 
his beloved family home of Derdghaya, a love of this small but beautiful and ancient town in Lebanon's 
south that he has transmitted so poignantly to his children. Maroun was educated very well, ironically in 
the same Marjayoun national school that was first established by my own great grandfather Fadlo 
Hourani, so well that he finished first in the Lebanese baccalaureate. He came to AUB initially on a 
Gulbenkian scholarship and then due to his stellar performance, earned a full scholarship at AUB.  

Astute, overtly secular, and fundamentally sincere, Maroun fully absorbed the AUB experience and it 
would help to shape his life and his very ethos. Working in the Gulf and later partnering as you just 
heard with Ayman Asfari to transform Petrofac from a small company into the industrial giant it is today, 
Maroun was innovative, always inclusive and abundantly generous. His many good deeds that he always 
tried to attribution to himself, are now legion from the south of Lebanon to the Arabian peninsula and 
all the way to the United States. Maroun was a deeply committed family man, close to his parents, all his 
siblings and all their families. He and his wonderful wife and life partner Tanya raised three strong-willed 
and gifted young women, Nour Tala and Maya, filling them with his belief in a better tomorrow for all 
Lebanese and the Arab world as a whole. He truly believed in the importance of family time and I can 
well remember his unstinting gaze when he lectured me about not taking family time seriously and 
taking my work with me. How did he know, well he claimed, 'You answered my email when you were 
supposed to be on vacation'.  

Part of this belief was rooted in a determination to push towards a more inclusive and more pluralistic 
tomorrow for all Lebanon and the Arab societies. Maroun believed deeply in the ideals of quiet public 
service and in the transformative power of education. It is very difficult to quantify the tremendous 
influence Maroun grew to have on me even in the short time that we knew each other, just over three 
years. He hated to take credit for his good deeds and it took considerable effort, approximately two 
years ago, to finally convince Maroun to publicly disclose his large gift to the Medical Center by allowing 



 

us to rename AUB's new outpatient surgical suites not after him but after his beloved parents. That took 
some serious arm-twisting.  

He was the very first person that I told of my plan to forge closer ties with USJ, such that Lebanon's two 
greatest universities and the two oldest in the Arab world could work together to help transform 
Lebanese society into a more overtly educated, secular, inclusive, and fair one. He was genuinely thrilled 
and he asked me what he could do to further this initiative.  

Fifteen month ago in a terrible week, cancer struck the great Maroun Semaan, a man who had quickly 
become a close friend and a trusted adviser of mine and as you have heard from the Board Chair of our 
university leadership. The timing could not have possibly been worse. He was energized and committed 
and strategically prepared to make a difference. We both believed fervently that AUB had to be the 
major vehicle that could drive transformative change in Lebanese and Arab society and that through 
AUB we could indeed accomplish this great change. Maroun would fight back heroically against this 
disease with a ferocious and determined grace and went down in battle against this intractable and 
often merciless opponent but not before putting up an almost miraculous fight. On several occasions, he 
had the last rites applied only to come back for more. As we serially and repeatedly examined all the 
options to fight this tumor with the same logical but tenacious determination and deep faith that he 
utilized to explore all options scientifically, it became increasingly clear to me and to our Board of 
Trustees, that the single best person to name our stellar Faculty of Engineering and Architecture after 
was this quiet, humble determined but implacably generous man, Maroun Semaan.  

Last August my friend and fellow trustee, Michael Collins, approached the Semaan family and then 
Maroun himself with this idea. They and he were immediately struck by the absolutely inspiring 
appropriateness of this approach although again, Maroun's great humility made him resist having his 
own name attached to this magnificent faculty that he adored, that had once educated and transformed 
his life. But with some help from Saidi and Tanya, and Semaan, and Georges, we ultimately prevailed on 
him to accept and he was thrilled at the difference that a new charter and resources could make for this 
school and for society. In fact the Maroun Semaan FEA sounds a lot more appropriate than the 
Anonymous FEA.  

With that agreed the wonderful and seemingly tireless interim dean of SFEA, Alan Shihadeh, worked 
overtime with the fact that he needed to craft and pass the new mission and vision statements that I 
believe fully capture Maroun's high standards and secular and inclusive and technologically 
transformative perspective. The rest as they say is history.  

My favorite testimonial in America since I've been a child, one that I visit every time I get the chance, is 
in our board chair's home town of Washington DC. It is that of Abraham Lincoln in the eponymously 
named Lincoln Memorial. There engraved the simple but timeless words: In this temple, as in the hearts 
of the people for whom he saved the union, the memory of Abraham Lincoln is enshrined forever. That 
memorial was built between 1914 and 1922 while America was at war, and then emerging from an 
unjust peace that the British and French imposed on Lebanon and the Arab world. So great men are not 
appreciated or memorialized appropriately in their time and there is nothing that we can do to fully 
memorialize the great man that was Maroun Semaan other than to carry out his work. And his work 
starts from AUB but it extends beyond. I am convinced that in his remarkable generosity and 
determination, Maroun believed that now is the time to push towards a fully secular Lebanon, devoid of 
appropriations for sect, or gender, a fair society that can be an example for the Arab world. Alas we will 
never know what this great man could have accomplished had he not been struck down by this dread 



 

disease in his prime but we know very well what he believed in, and in the kernels of what he aspired to 
create and what he has so far inspired by his real hope for a major path forward for AUB, for Lebanon 
and the Arab world.  

And thus sleep well, my humble and generous friend. I am convinced and even more so I and all of AUB 
are determined that the legacy of Maroun Semaan will pass into history and will endure through the 
ages.  

Thankyou  

 

 


